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of the rules which his committee have enforced against
him. The supervisor assists in, or personally undertakes,
the preparation of the annual balance-sheet, and verifies
the petty cash shown by the cash-book to be in the pos-
session of the treasurer. He answers knotty questions on
co-operative theory (sometimes posed by the cunning
peasant in order to test his knowledge), and points out
infringements of the registered rules, of which a negligent
or a dishonest officer of the society has been guilty,
Defects indicated in the auditor's report must be re-
moved, and useful recommendations brought into force.
European co-operators may protest that this is all the
business of the committee or the general meeting. Yes,
certainly; but we are speaking of natives, who, even if
literate, are unfamiliar with co-operative method, for-
getful of rules, and slack in the observance of those
which they remember.
I have spoken of dishonesty, and dishonesty un-
doubtedly occurs, the frauds being sometimes ingenious
and long sustained. But more usually the root of the evil
is laxity, and the offender, when challenged by a super-
visor, takes refuge in falsehood, and thus converts
negligence into a crime. Until a society has proved its
capacity to stand alone, it must be visited and inspected,
taught and re-taught. The supervisor, then, needs a
thorough training, not in accountancy—the accounts are
easy enough—but in co-operative principles and method.
Integrity, sympathy, and an intimate knowledge of
village life are other indispensable qualities.
From this statement of duties and qualifications it will
be evident that in* the early years of the movement, Before
a powerful and experienced union has grown up, the
supervisor must be a servant of the Government. To
encourage the formation of native societies, as has been
done in the Transkei Territory, and leave them without^
other supervision than an occasional visit from an agri-
cultural officer (however able) without co-operative
training, is to invite trouble. Natives cannot
know how the novel instrument is to be used and

